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Ac arc furnace power quality issue

Figure 1 shows the typical connection configuration of a 6-in line 
ac arc furnace. Three separate single phase furnace transform-
ers are used to step down the typical 33 kV incoming 3-phase 

voltage to 1 000 V for each of the three electrode sets in the furnace. 
Other furnace configurations use three electrodes in trefoil in a single 
bath also with three separate furnace transformers.

Figure 1: Typical 6-in line ac arc furnace single phase connection topology.

The delta-connected primaries serve to cancel out the triple-n har-
monics, of which the 3rd harmonic current dominates, that is injected 
into the supply network at 33 kV. Unfortunately only the balanced 3rd 
harmonic components are cancelled and because of the stochastic 
nature of the loads in the three single phase secondary supplies to the 
furnaces, cancellation assists in this regard, but is not very effective.
The synchronised recordings of the furnace current and furnace volt-
age on one phase of a typical submerged arc furnace are shown in 
Figure 2. For analysis purposes, use was made of several Elspec G4420 
power quality meters that record all the waveforms of every network 
cycle at 512 samples per cycle resolution, and from which retrieval of 
specific types of behaviour from hundreds of hours of recorded data 
is simplified by means of the very flexible and accessible behaviour 
of the accompanying same make Investigator Software.

Figure 2: Typical ac submerged arc furnace current and voltage waveform.

Aside from their stochastic nature the waveforms shown in Figure 
2, the current is dominated by 3rd Harmonic and other higher order 
harmonics. 
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Ac arc furnaces rate among the highest contributors towards power quality issues in any power network. Not only are their loads rich in harmonic 

currents but the very variable nature of the current and current waveform makes them one of the most difficult types of loads on which to apply 

compensation. This article shows that the traditional option of employing Static VAr Compensation on MV systems to this type of furnace can 

now be supplanted effectively with dynamic compensation at low voltage, directly on the secondary sides of the furnace transformers. Dynamic 

compensation not only offers all the features of static VAr, but also offers synchronous switching and eliminates the requirement for additional 

special harmonic filtering.
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Static VAr (SVC) Compensation

Ac arc furnace harmonics were traditionally compensated by passive 
filter banks on the medium voltage side (the 33 kV in the present 
example). Unfortunately passive filtering cannot take care of the sub-
harmonic flicker frequency of the furnace currents and traditionally 
static VAr compensation using phase-controlled switching and line 
commutation was employed for fast power factor control and volt-
age drop compensation to reduce voltage flicker at intervening high 
voltage nodes in the power supply system. A simplified single-phase 
topology of a Static VAr compensator, used for Flicker Reduction on 
an ac arc furnace is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Static VAr compensator used for ac furnace flicker mitigation.

The static VAr compensator employs a multiple set of series connected 
(referred to as a valve) of SCRs that are connected in anti-parallel in 
each phase leg. Its operation is roughly as follows. The shunt capaci-
tor bank in Figure 1 remains connected and injects a fixed level of 
leading reactive power into the circuit. By triggering the thyristors 
for conduction earlier and later in each cycle, the shunt inductor is 
respectively switched in over longer- or shorter duty cycles in each 
cycle and furnishes a variable amount of lagging reactive power that 
cancels out the leading reactive power injected into the circuit by 
the capacitor banks. By controlling the firing angle of the SVC, the 
shunt reactive power drawn by it can be continuously varied. This, 
in turn will control the reactive voltage drop in the supply system, 
and through it fast per-cycle voltage stabilisation can be obtained to 
reduce voltage flicker.

Dynamic secondary PF Correction with  
Flicker Compensation 

Static VAr compensation of the type discussed above produces 
harmonics of its own into the system because of the variable asyn-

chronous switching it employs and the current waveform distortion it 
introduces. That requires separate harmonic filtering. Also, because of 
the high levels of power that must be handled it is more economical 
to install SVCs on the primary sides of the furnace transformers where 
the voltage level is higher. That means that all the benefits of power 
factor correction are lost on the furnace transformers.

The furnace transformers, because of their high capital cost, 
usually present bottle-necks for power handling capacity in ac arc 
furnace installations. Ac arc furnaces must be operated at low power 
factor to satisfy optimal power throughput and arc stability criteria. 
The furnace power factor can be as low as 85% [1]. That means that 
the active power handling capability of the furnace transformer is 
reduced compared with a higher power factor load drawn by the fur-
nace. In addition, because of the high levels of especially 3rd harmonic 
current injected into each single-phase transformer, de-rating of the 
transformers is necessary. The amount of de-rating depends on the 
construction of the transformers. By improving both the power factor 
as well as reducing the harmonic content in the furnace transformer 
secondaries, both MVA-release and harmonics-release can be fur-
nished and existing furnace transformers become able to increase 
their loading, or in new designs, considerable reduction in furnace 
transformer capital cost can be achieved. 

Dynamic VAr Compensation by means of Thyristor Switched 
Capacitor Systems on the furnace-sides of ac arc furnace installa-
tions addresses the three main issues in power quality improvement 
simultaneously. The way that it can be done is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The essence of Dynamic Secondary Power Factor Correction and 
3rd Harmonic Filtering.

Abbreviations

PF – Power Factor
SCR – Silicon Controlled Rectifier
SVC – Static Var Compensation
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The simplified diagram in Figure 4 shows one phase of a three phase 
ac arc furnace in which a set of Thyristor Switched 3rd harmonic filters 
are connected on the furnace side. Each of the filters is controlled by 
a set of anti-parallel thyristors that are only switched in and out when 
the voltages across each respective capacitor bank is of the same mag-
nitude as the supply voltage. That means that there will be negligible 
current transients both during switch-in and switch-out of each bank 
and only sinusoidal current waveforms will prevail. In addition, the 
capacitor banks will not be subjected to the traditional stresses that 
are so characteristic of asynchronous hard-switching. Because there 
are virtually no switching losses or transients, successive filter banks 
can be switched in and out on a per cycle basis to compensate for 
power factor, secondary transformer voltage regulation or any other 
parameter that needs to be compensated.
•	 The	main	advantages	that	are	gained	from	a	Dynamic	Secondary	

Power Factor Correction scheme such as that illustrated in Figure 4:
•	 Harmonic-free	switching
•	 Harmonic	current	filtering,	which	could	include	for	2nd, 3rd, 5th and 

others
•	 Voltage	regulation	on	a	per-cycle	basis
•	 Phase	balancing	on	a	per	cycle	basis	in	the	presence	of	furnace	

unbalance
•	 Per	cycle	power	factor	correction
•	 Stiffening	 of	 the	 supply	 network,	 enabling	 more	 power	 to	 be	

drawn from the utility
•	 A	reduction	in	the	maximum	power	demand	without	compromis-

ing on the average power drawn by the furnace
•	 Higher	production	throughput	through	the	furnace	at	the	same	

incoming power level
•	 Increased	arc	stability
•	 Reduced	Voltage	flicker
•	 Drastic	reduction	in	harmonics	through	the	furnace	transformer

How it is done

The diagram in Figure 5 shows the schematic capture from a Single 
Phase Simulation by means of an LT Spice Simulator Package .

Figure 5: Complete Single-phase model of the Furnace 3 Power Supply 
System.

Take note

•	 Ac	arc	furnaces	are	notorious	for	contributing	to	power	quality	problems.
•	 Now	dynamic	compensation	at	 low	voltage	can	be	used	 instead	of	
static	VAr	compensation	on	the	MV	side.

•	 Dynamic	compensation	removes	the	need	for	special	harmonic	filtering.
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About	the	authors

The complete power system is modelled starting at the Thevenin 
Equivalent source on the left and ending with the Dynamic Com-
pensator on the right. The operation of the Dynamic Compensator 
(through Thyristor Switched Capacitor Implementation) is illustrated 
in Figure 6. 

Figure 6 – Example of the operation of a TSC system showing the Furnace 
Transformer Primary current and voltage waveforms in bottom trace and 
the Filter current and voltage for one of the capacitor banks in the top trace. 

Additional filter banks are switched in or out by control. The filter 
currents are distorted and rich in 3rd harmonic currents, sinking the 
furnace dominant 3rd harmonic current and keeping it out of the 
furnace transformer. Note how the capacitor voltage smoothly runs 
for one or more cycles while the bank is switched in and returns to 
negative maximum voltage in anticipation of another switching cycle. 
The filter current always begins at zero and makes a full cycle or more 
depending on the control demand and ends at zero. The currents also 
exhibit the dominance of a 3rd harmonic component. Note how the to-
tal load current (on the furnace transformer primary side) reduces and 
the load voltage there increases when more capacitance is switched 
in on the secondary side in parallel with the furnace load. Also note 
the virtually unity power factor at the furnace transformer primary 
side and the low distortion of both voltage and current. (Compare the 
typical load current of the furnace as shown in Figure 2).

Conclusion

Dynamic Secondary Power Factor Correction for ac arc furnaces is 
able to be combined with harmonic filtering and accomplishes several 
highly valuable functions in power conditioning on the secondary 
furnace transformer sides. The same is not possible by compensating 
on the furnace transformer primary sides.
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Thyristor Switched Capacitor Systems are commercially 

available through Impact Energy (www.impactenergy.co.za).


